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Erratum 
Volume 132, Number 2 (1988) in the article “Unbounded Nonlinear 
Perturbations on Linear Elliptic Problems at Resonance” by Norimichi 
Hirano, pages 434446: 
In Section 4, we stated that the mapping u -+ [u, u] is lower semicon- 
tinuous with respect o the weak topology of HI: and that the mapping g is 
continuous with respect o the weak topology of Hr. But these statements 
are wrong. Instead of these statements, we have that the mapping 
u + [u, u] is sequentially lower semicontinuous with respect to the weak 
topology of H,” and that the mapping 2 is sequentially continuous with 
respect o the weak topology of H,“. Then we have to change the statement 
and the proof of Theorem 0. We provide a revised version of Theorem 0. 
By using the revised one, we can prove Theorem 1 and 2 without changing 
the statements or the proofs. 
THEOREM 0. Let H be a closed convex subset of a separable Hilbert 
space E and X be a bounded closed and convex subset of H such that 
i,H # @. Let B: H x H + R be a function satisfying the following condition: 
(Bl) for each ye H, the function B(x, y-x) of x is weakly sequen- 
tialIy upper semicontinuous (i.e., ifx, converges weakly to x, then 
lim sup B(x,, y - x,) SZ B(x, y - x)). 
(B2) for each x E H, the function B(x, y) of y is continuous and linear; 
(B3) for each z E axH, there exists x0 E i,H such that B(z, z-x0) 2 0. 
Then there exists x* E X such that B(x*, x - x*) 2 0 for all x E H. 
Proof: Since E is separable, we can choose a sequence (E,,) of finite 
dimensional subspaces of E such that E,, c E, + , for each n 2 1 and u E, is 
dense in E. We define a function F from H x H into R by F(x, y) = 
B(x, y - x) for each X, y E H. Then F satisfies (Fl ), (F2) on X n E, for each 
n 2 1. Then by Lemma 0, we have that for each n > 1, there exists x,* such 
that F(x,*, y) B 0 for all y E Xn H,, i.e., 
Bb,* , y-xx,*)80 for all ~GX~E,, 
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Then since X is bounded, we may assume that x,* converges weakly to a 
point x* in X. From (Bl ), we find that 
B(x*, y-x*)>limsupB(x,*, y-x,*)>,0 
for each y E u E,. Then from (B2), we obtain that 
lqx*, y-x*)>0 for all y E X. 
Then by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 0 (old version), 
we can prove that B(x*, y - x*) > 0 for all y E H. 
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